Studies on pharmacokinetics and tissue distribution of bifendate nanosuspensions for intravenous delivery.
It is reported that the nanosuspension is one of the promising formulations for poorly water-soluble drugs. In order to enhance the in vitro and in vivo behaviours of DDB (bifendate), DDB-NSP (DDB nanosuspensions) have been produced by the precipitation-combined microﬂuidization method. The optimized DDB-NSP were transformed into dry powders by freeze-drying and then investigated by transmission electron microscopy, laser diffraction and X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments. Next, the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of DDB-NSP and DDB-Sol (DDB solution) were carried out. XRD experiments manifested that the crystalline state of DDB was preserved after the size reduction process. An accelerated dissolution velocity and increased saturation solubility could be shown for the DDB-NSP. Compared with DDB-Sol, DDB-NSP exhibited a markedly different pharmacokinetic property with a 17.18-fold increase in AUC(0-∞). Meanwhile, the tissue distribution demonstrated that DDB-NSP were mainly uptaken by RES organs particularly by liver. These results supported the fact that nanosuspension, as a promising intravenous drug-delivery system for DDB, could be developed as an alternative to the conventional DDB preparations.